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COMPARISONOF FIREMODEL PREDICTIONSWITH EXPERIMENTS
CONDUCTEDIN A HANGARWITH_A15m CEILING
W. D. Davis,K. A.Notarianni,andK. B.McGrattan
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Spaceswith highceilings,suchaswarehouses,atriums,cleanrooms,andaircrafthanga:_s,
representsomeof themostdifficult fire protectionchallenges incetheycancontainlarge
quantitiesof fuel, housevaluable.equipmentor airplanes,haveuniquegeometries,andp_-esent
specialife safetyproblems. Thefire protectionproblematheightsin excessof 10m is made
moredifficult by thelackof verificationstudiesfor computerfire models.Computerfire models
couldbeusedby fire protectionengineersto aid in the fire detection design of the facility.
Without appropriate verification studies, the accuracy of computer model predictions is uncertain
and the application of these models to fire problems becomes questionable.
The purpose of this study is to examine the predictive capabilities of fire models using the res Its
of a series of fire experiments conducted in an aircraft hangar with a ceiling height of about 15 m.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), which funded this study, was
interested in computer fu'e model .verification at heights above 10 m such that computer models
could be used to analyze fire protection strategies in their high ceiling spaces. The fire
experiments were conducted at Barbers Point, Hawaii by NIST in conjunction with the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) [1].
This study is designed to investigate model applicability at a ceiling height where only a limited
amount of experimental data is available. Some earlier efforts to compare computer models with
experimental dataat heights above 14 m include those of Walton [2], Duong [3] and Notarianni
and Davis [4]. This analysis deals primarily with temperature comparisons as a function of
distance from the fire center and depth beneath the ceiling. Only limited velocity measurements in
the ceiling jet were available but these are also compared with those models with a velocity
predictive capability. The fire models included in the study are the plume correlations of
Heskestad [5] and McCaffrcy [6], the ceiling jet correlation of Alpert [7]. the zone models
CFAST [8], FPEtool [9], and LAVENT [10]. and the CFD models CFX [11] and NIST-LES
[12].
2.0 Barbers Point Experiments
Fire experiments were conducted in a Navy hangar.at Barbers Point, Hawaii in order to test a
number of fire: detection devices which could be used to detect fires in large spaces. The hangar
had a maximum ceiling height of 15.1 m (50 ft) with floor dimensions of 97.8 m by 73.8 m.
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Figure 1showsaplanview of thehangarwith testeastshownon thefigure. All directionsgiven
in thepaperarereferencedto testeast.
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Figure l Plan View of Hangar
The experimental fires were located at the floor ofthe hangar and were positioned 12.2 m from
the center of the hangar in the west direction. The height of the roof at this point is 14.9 m. The
roof exhibits a 3 degree slope up toward the east direction. The roof consists of built-up tar and
_avel over a corrugated metal deck. The metal deck is directly supported by 0.25 m high I-
beams which run the width of the hangar in the north-south direction and are spaced 4.1 m on
center. The I-beams are supported by open steel trusses .which run perpendicular to the beams
and are spaced 6.1 m on center. These trusses span the full le,ngth of the hangar.
There are no permanent draft curtains in the hangar. A temporary draft curtain made of fire
retardant canvas was constructed for the fire experiments modeled here. The space between the
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topedgeof thedraftcurtainandthemetaldeckwassealedwith glassfiber insulationto prevent
smokeleakagebeyondthetopof thecurtain Thedraftcurtainareameasured24.4m in length,
18.3m in width,and3.7m in depth.Thetestfireswerecenteredwithin thedraftcurtainedarea.
Theceiling heightat :hewestedgeof the draft curtain was 14.2 m.
The hangar has no existing heating or air conditioning system. During the tests studied here. the
hangar doors at the east and west ends of the hangar were cl, ,sed as were the louvered glass
openings in the two sk3'lights.
Sixty four thermocouples were installed in the hangar in order to measure gas and fuel
temperatures. The position of the plume was defined using an array of five thermocouples which
were placed 0.31 m below the ceiling with one on the center line and the other four installed 1.5
m from the center in the experimental north, south, east and west directions. In addition, nine
thermocouples were installed 3.0 m below the ceiling in a cross pattern, one along the centerline
and two radially out from the center in each of the four directions at 0.91 m and 2.1 m. Two
addit.ional thermocouples were installed 1.5 m and 6.1 m below the ceilifig along the centerline.
Additional thenr_ocouples used to define the radial temperature variation of the ceiling jet were
located 0.31 m below the ceiling 1.5 m, 3.0 m, 6.1 m, 9.1 m and 11.6 m radially out from the
center to the east and west and 1.5 m, 3.0 m, 6.1 m, and 8.5 m radially out from the centerin the
north and south directions. Thermocouples located radially 6.1 m in all four directions and 9.1 m
in the east at 0.15 m, 0.30 m 0.46 m, 0.61 m, and 0.76 m were used to define the vertical
temperature distribution of the ceiling jet. Additional the_'mocouples were located 3.0 m beneath
the ceiling 8.5 m north and 9.1 m east of center to measure the filling time for the draft curtain.
Hot gas flow into areas adjacent to the draft curtain was monitored using ther.rtocouples located
11.6 m to the north, 11.6 m and 14.6 m to the south, and 14.6 m and 17.7 m _o the east and west.
Each of these them.,ocouples was located at a distance of 0.31 m beneath the ceiling. The north
thermocouple at 11.6 m was located inside one of the skylights.
Ceiling jet velocity was measured using two Sierra Steel-Trak industrial insertion mass flow
meters (series 640). These were located 6. I m radi_!y to the north and east and were positioned
0.3 m-beneath the ceiling. Additional details of the instrumentation may be found in reference 1.
Eleven JP-5 pan fire tests were conducted at this facility. Of the eleven tests, test 2 and test 4
were chosen to model since reliable heat release rate information was available and the fire plume
in each of these tests was well behaved and exhibited a minimum of lean. Test 2 used a 0.6 m
square pan which generated a maximum heat release rate of 560 kW. Test 4 involved a round pan
with a diameter of 1.5 m, which yielded a maximum heat release rate of 2.7 MW. Both tests were
conducted with the draft curtain in place. These fires will be referred to as the 500 kW and 2.7
MW fires for the duration of the paper.
3.0 FireModels
The ability to predict temperature, smoke depth and density, gas flow and a variety of other fire
related phenomena has improved dramatically over the last decade. Typical predictive models
range from simple correlations of experimental data to sophisticated computer models which
sol.ve the conse_'ation equations for mass, momentum, and energy over a fine grid. The
determinist : computer models are divided into two general classifications: zone mot_,:Is and field
models; the latter axe also referred to as-computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models.
The zone models generally divide the fire compartment into two zones, or control volumes,
usually designated as an upper and lower layer. The gas temperature and density are assumed to
be constant in each zone. The conservation laws for mass and er.ergy are solved in time with the
fire modeled as a release of energy and mass in one of the layers. Mass and energy transfer
between layers is accomplished using plume models which are typically correlations derived from
experimental data. Energy and mass flow into adjacent compartments is done using hydrostatic
pressure differences between the compartments as a function of height. Additional information
regarding the theoretical approximations used in zone models may be obtained from reference
[13].
The CFD models solve the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy in differential
form by dividing the fn'e compartment into many control volumes and solving the resulting
algebraic equations in time. The fire may be introduced either as a heat source into one or more
control volumes or as Lagangian particles representing burning fuel, with the resulting gas flow
determined locally throughout the computational domain. A major difference among CFD models
is how each calculates the viscosity used in the momentum equation. Fire driven flows are
typically turbulent in nature, The turbulence affects both the gas viscosity and the heat transfer in
the _.,,as. Two computer models that utilize different methods to model the turbulent effects are
investigated. The first model [ 11] uses the standard k-e method [ 14] to approximate the turbulent
energy and dissipation produced by the fire. The use of this model eliminates the need for large
numbers of control volumes which would be necessary to model the small scale turbulence. The
second model [ 12] uses many control volumes in order to follow the turbulence down to a certain
scale size which is determined by the size of the control volumes. Additional details of these
models will be given in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
3. I Correlations
3.1.1 Plume Models
Temperatures and velocitiesalong the centerline of the fire plumes can be.calculated,from a
number of different experimentally based correlations. Two correlations are tested here. The first
is due to Heskestad [5]. This correlation predicts that the centerline temperature, T, and velocity
u, are given as a function of height, z, by
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_ 2^ 211/3,,_ Z/3:.__. a-5/3
T = T - 9. l [TJ(gcp la j _c _." .-,,I (1)
and
u = 3.4[g/(cppT)]V3Qfl/3(z-z,,)-l/3 (2)
where T. is the environmental temperature, g is the acceleration due to gravib', cp and P. are the
specific heat and density of the surrounding air. Q: is the convective heat release rate, and Zo is the
virtual origin.
The elevation of the virtual origin below the fire source is-given by
Z: = - 1.02D - 0.083Q'-:5 (3)
where D is the diameter of the pool.
The second correlation is due to McCaffrey [6]. For the plume region where the temperature
excess is 320 °C or less, the centerline temperature and velocity are given by
T= T +0.75-_:(_) -5/3.__ (4)
and
u = I.I(---Q)t/3 (5)
where Q is the total heat release rate.
3.1.2 CeilingJetCorrelation
Theceilingjet correlationthatis investigatedis dueto Alpert [7] andprovidesthefollowing
relationsfor maximumceilingjet temperatureandmaximumceilingjet velocity,U, asafunction
of radialdistance,r, from theplumecenterline:
f_ _3
Tma,= T "_16.9_--_-----; rlH <_ 0.18
H5'3
(6)
Trm.= T ÷5.38 (@r)_; r/H > 0.18 (7)
H
H is the ceiling height.
u 0.195 0 l/3Hlp"
= ; r/H > 0.15 (8)
F 5/6
This correlation is used in.computer programs DETACT-QS [15] and in FPEtool [9].
3.2 Zone Models
3.2.1 CFAST
CFAST [8] is a multi room zone fire model in which each room is divided into two control
volumes, the upper and lower layers. The correlation used to model the transport of mass to the
upper layer from the lower layer is the McCaffrey plume [16]. For plumes where the height to the
upper layer is large and the fire size is small, the amount of mass entrained into the plume, mr, is
limited by the relation [8]
th < (9)
e %(r _rl)
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Theceilingjet modelusedin CFASTwasdevelopedby Cooper[17] andis similarto themodel
usedin thezonemodelLAVENT. Themajordifferencein theapplicationof thisalgorithmin the
twozonemodelsis thatLAVENT usesadifferentplumemodelandadifferentmethodof
calculatingheattransferto theceilingcomparedwithCFAST. Theceilingjet modeltakesinto
accountheimpactof theupperlayeron theplumeandallowsthetemperatureandvelocity of the
ceilingjet to varywith distancebeneaththeceiling.
The.mostrecentreleaseof thismodelis calledFASTLite[ 18] whichprovides the user with the
same predictivephysical models as are found in CFAST. The version of CFAST used in this study
contains additional output features which enable the user to study the ceiling jet. Early
comparisons of the predictions of CFAST to the experiments indicated that C15AST was
predicting temperatures which were significantly higher than the measurements. It was
discovered that the plume algorithm was using the total heat release rate rather than the
convective heat release rate [19]. For the model comparisons used in this paper, the convective
heat release rate is correctly used in the plume algorithm.
3.2.2 FPEtool
FPEtool [9] is made up of a number of modules which allow the user to access different
correlations or use Fire Simulator, which is based on a simple two volume zone model, ASETBX.
Fire Simulator can be used to estimate smoke and heat "_etector activations and has the capability
to approximate the impact of _ :;rowing layer on detector activation.
Two ceiling jet temperature and velocity correlations are used in FPEtool. The first correlation is
designed to estima" - _onservatively the damage caused by the hot plume gases The ceiling plume
temperature calculated in this model is found from a correlation developed by ,Mpert and Ward
[21]. The temperature as a function of radius from the assumed a,xisymmetric plume is given by
T
= ,, -_ _ -: .j_r - _< 0.2 (10)
Z
The heat release rate is assumed constant and a hot layer of gas has been assumed to be not
developed at the ceihng. This correlation normally leads to over prediction of the temperature at
the ceiling.
The ceiling jet temperature as a function of radius is given by
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T=T +6.81--
(Q)
r
;for r > 0.2
(11)
The second correlation available in FPEtool is designed to calculate the thermal response of a
detector or sprinkler located near the ceiling in an area where a smoke layer does not develop.
This conelation is the same correlar'on [7] that is used in DETACT-QS. FPEtool also accounts
for the development of a layer using this algorithm by replacing the heat release rate and ceiling
height of the original algorittun by a pseudo-fire positioned near the layer interface. Details of this
algorithm may be found in reference 11.
An atrium smoke temperature correlation is also available in FPEtool which is based on the
ASETBX plume equation [21]. The temperature rise in the atrium hot gas layer is given by
220
(12)
3.2.3 LAVENT
LAVENT is a single room zone fire model where the room is divided into two control volumes or
layers. The model is designed to be used in situations where draft curtains at the ceiling contain
the smoke flow and ceiling venting is available to control the smoke. The plum,: model used to
calculate the mass entrainment in the lower layer is due to Heskestad [5] and the impact on the
energy flow and entrainment in the upper layer is also included [22]. The temperature and
velocity of the ceiling jet depend on the location beneath the ceiling as well as the radial location
from fire center.
3.3 CFD Models
The numerical modeling of'_arbulent flows can be accomplished by either solving the time
averaged Navier Stokes equations with a turbulence model or by solving the Navier Stokes
equations using a grid resolution sufficient to simulate most or all of the important turbulent
scales. When only large scale turbulence is simulated, the model is called a large eddy simulation
and a turbulence model may be used to simulate the effects of turbulence on scales smaller than
the grid resolution. Two CFD models are compared in this paper. The model CFX [11 ] uses the
first approach to simulate turbulent flow, while the model NIST-LES uses the second approach.
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3.3.1 CFX
TheCFDmodelCFX (formerlydesignatedHARWELL FLOW3D)solvestheNavier-Stokes
equationsin threedimensionsto determinetheheattransferandflow fieldsin anenclosure.
While thisparticularCFDmodelhasseveraloptionsto dealwith turbulentflowsarisingfrom
fires,thespecificturbulencemodelchosenfor thepresentcalculationsis thek-e model. Details
of this turbulencemodel,includingmodelconstants,arefoundin appendixA.
Themodelingtechriqueusedto simulatethegasflow is to divide theregionof interestintoa
collectionof smallrectangularboxesor controlvolumes.Theconditionsin eachcontrolvolume
areinitially ambient.Heatis thenreleasedindesignatedcontrolvolumesovertime. Theresulting
flow or exchangeof mass,momentum,andenergybetweencontrolvolumesis determinedsuch
thatthesethreequantitiesareconserved.Thesefluid flow equationsareexpressed
mathematicallyasa setof simultaneous,non-linearpartialdifferentialequations.Afterbeing
discretized,theresultingfinitevolumeequationsaresolvediterativelyusingavariantof Newton's
methodfor computingcouplednon-linearalgebraicequations.
Approximately34,000controlvolumeswereusedto modeleachexperiment.Thesizesof the
controlvolumeswerevariedusinggeometricprogressionsuchthatcontrolvolumesrepresenting
thefire andthespaceneartheceilingwherethermocouplesarelocatedwereof sufficient
resolutionto provideanadequaterepresentationof theflow field. Symmetryplaneswereusedto
reducethemodeledspaceto one-quarterof theactualvolume. At thewalls,ano-slipboundary
conditionwasused.Thismeansthattheflow velocitiesperpendicularandparallelto thewall
wereassumedto equalzeroat thewall.
Convectiveenergylossesfrom thegasto theceilingwereincludedin eachcalculationbut the
wallsof theenclosurewereassumedto beadiabatic.Theceiling wasassumedto havethe
propertiesof steel.Theassumptionof adiabaticwallshasanegligibleeffecton_hecalculations
owing to thelargespacemodeledandthedistancethatthefire waslocatedfrom thewalls.
Radiationwasincludedby assumingthat35%of thefire's heatreleaseratewaslostto the
environment.Thechoiceof 35% wasusedto beconsistentwith thezonemodels.
3.3.2 NIST-LES
Thelargeeddyapproachto field modelingisanattemptto captureasmuchof thedynamicrange
of thefluid motionaspossibleconsistentwith asufficientlyfreespatialgrid andanefficientflow-
solvingalgorithm. Insteadof relyingonaturbulencemodelto time-averageunresolvable
convectivemotion,the largescaleeddiesaresimulateddirectly-,zndsub-gridscalemotionsare
suppressed.If thecomputationalgrid issufficientlyfine relativeto thecharacteristiclengthscales
ofthe phenomenaof interest,thentheresolvableflow field is anadequaterepresentationof the
actualflow. TheReynoldsnumber,aprograminputwhosevaluedependsonthegrid resolution,
is usedto d_:fineaneffectivekinematicviscositywhichrepresentsdissipationon len_o_dasc les
belowtheresolutionof the_m'id.
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Thetransportof combustionproductsiscalculateddirectlyfroma weaklycompressibleform of
theNavier-Stokesequations.Thisapproximationinvolvesthefiltering outof acousticwaves
whileallowingfor largevariationsin temperatureanddensity[23]. Thefu'eitself is prescribed
in amannerconsistentwith amixturefractionbasedapproachto combustion,but thedetailed
combustionchemistryisnotsimulated.Lagrangianparticlesrepresenting burning fuel are
introduced into the flow domain and collectively represent the f'tre. The level of complexity
involved in prescribing the burning history of the fuel elements depends on the scenario of interest
and the available spatial resolution.
The experiments modeled in this paper used a computational domain of 30.0 m by 22.0 m by 14.9
m. A uniform grid was used to perform the calculations for 500 kW and the 2.7 MW fires. The
number of grids was 144 by 64 by 96 producing about 885,000 control volumes capable of
resolving 0.15 m. The temperature at each location was calculated every 0.05 s and then
averaged every 4 s to be consistent with the sampling rate of the data logger used to record the
thermocouple measurements. Adiabatic boundary conditions were prescribed at the ceiling. The
side boundaries of the domain were open and the ambient pressure was prescribed there.
The computations reported in this paper require approximately 25 microseconds per cell per time
step on an IBM RS 6000/58H server, and use several hundred megabytes of memory. One
distinct advantage of doing CFD modeling with high resolution and with the minimal use of
turbulence models is that the computed smoke flow has a realistic appearance. An example of this
is found in figure 2 where the simulated plume and smoke f_!led draft curtain is pictured. The
smoke eddies shown in the computed plume structure resemble the observed plume structure of
this particular experiment. Additional information concerning this model may be found in
reference 25.
12
Figure 2 Smoke Movement Calculation in the 15 m Hangar using NIST-LES
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4.0 Fire Model Performance
Fire models can be used to predict a variety of fire related phenomena including gas temperature,
smoke and heat detector activation, gas and smoke movement, etc. In this section, a particular
predictive capability of each model is compared against the equivalent measurement from the
hangar experiments. In making these comparisons, the reader should continually keep in mind
that experimental measurements contain uncertainties, and that comparisons to models are in
agreement to the extent that the predictions lie within the uncertainties of the experimental
measurements. Model predictions also have uncertainties associated with each value. One source
of these uncertainties comes from using the experimentally measured heat release rate as a model
input. A second source of uncertainty is the use of an assumed radiation fraction, or the fraction
of the total energy radiated from the fire.. All models studied in tiffs report use a constant
radiative fraction to obtain the convective heat release rate for the fire, and deviations from this
value will introduce uncertainty in the model results.
Other sources ef uncertainty in the experiment which can cause deviations from the model
predictions include air leaks in the hangar roof and walls and the impact of wind causing drafts
within the structure. Experimental uncertainties in large scale fire experiments are difficult to
determine accurately since individual tests do not allow the experimenter to assess reproducibility
of the experimental results.
The accuracy of model predictions is also impacted by the choice of physical approximations used
in the modeling and the numerical methods used to obtain a solution. Exanaples of physical
approximations impacting the calculation would include heat transfer from the hot gas to the
walls, the conduction of heat through the walls, the distribution of radiation from the fire to the
surroundings, etc.. The choice of numerical methods is of particular importance for CFD models
where the choice of grid resolution can, if done improperly, lead to substantial errors in the
calculation.
Model comparisons are done at 75 s, 150 s, and 225 s after ignition. The rationale for the choice
of these times is that 75 s was approximately when the temperature rise at the ceiling began to
level off, and the other two times are spaced far enough apart to observe the slow heating of the
gas and the impact of the growing hot layer on the ceiling jet as the fire approaches a steady state.
Additional comparisons are made earlier in time depending on the particular model prediction to
be tested.
4. i Model inputs
Each of the. fire models studied in this paper used a common set of initial and boundary conditions
with a few exceptions which are noted below. The hangar was describe :1 in section 2.0. For the
zone models, it was assumed that the ceiling was level and had a height of 14.9 m. The draft
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curtainareaof 24.4 m by 18,3 m was used to define the area of the fire compartment. The draft
curtain was 3.7 m deep and was modeled either as a set of doors or as a draft curtain depending
on the flexibility of the model. The heat release rate used for each test was based on a polynomial
fit of the experimental data. The polynomial fits of the data from the load cell, namely mass
versus tina¢, are given in figures 3 and 4. These polynomial fits were used in the CFD models. A
set of discrete values based on the polynomial fits was used for the zone models. These values are
tabulated below.
15
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Table 1:Heatreleaserates
Time 500kW fire 2.7MW Fire
s kW kW
0, 0....... 0.0
1. 99. 803.
10. notused 965.
i ii
20. 1135.
50. 1582.
100. 388. 2139.
200. 481. 2693.
300. 478. 2766.
For the correlations which required only a single heat release rate at the times of comparison(i.e.
75 s, 150 s, and 225 s), the values used were 338 kW, 453 kW, and 485 kW for the 500 kW fire
and 1888 kW, 2496 kW, and 2743 kW for the 2.7 MW fire.
A radiative fraction of 0.35 was used for each fire model. The radiative fraction represents the
fraction of energy lost from the fire by radiation to the environment. Forthose models which
could accommodate a conducting ceiling, steel (thermal conductivity of 60 W/m K, specific heat
of 480 J/kg K, and density of 7850 kg/m 3) was used for the ceiling material. The plume
correlations, Alpert's ceiling jet correlation and the atrium model in FPEtool do not allow the user
to account for different ceiling materials. All the other computer models included the steel ceiling
except NIST-LES where the ceiling was assumed adiabatic. _ .....................................................
4.2 Centerline Plume Temperatures
The centerline plume temperature for each test was determined by comparing the temperatures at
each thermocouple located at the geometric center and at radii of 1.5 m and 3.0 m from geometric
center in the experimental north, south, east, and west directions. The temperature distribution
from these measurements can be used to deduce where the plume center is located as a function
of time. The maximum temperature recorded by this set of nine thermocouples is used as the
plume centerline temperature. This value is either equal to or less than the true plume centerline
temperature as one of the nine thermocouples would have to be positioned exactly at plume
center at each measurement time to yield the true centedine plume temperature. The uncertainty
interval expressedwith each measurement includes not only the uncertainty based on the
thermocouples but includes an estimate of uncertainty based on the spatial sparsity of the
measurements. The important comparison is not the temperature but the temperature excess or
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rise above ambient. Figures 5 and 6 show the model predictions compared with the estimated
excess centerline plume temperature for the three times of interest. The ambient temperature for
the 500 kW. fire was 28 *C and for the 2.7 MW fire it.was 27 *C. (The uncertainty in the
experimental data is given by the error bars.)
For the 500 kW fire, the model which performed most poorly was the atrium model in FPEtool,
which predicted a 2 °C temperature excess. The NIST-LES model over predicted the
temperature rise by about 45 %, DETACT under predicted the temperature rise by 30 %, while all
the other model predictions were within the measurement uncertainty. Model predictions for
CFAST and LAVENT were not given since neither model supports temperature predictions for
r/H < 0.2.
For the 2.7 MW fLre, the atrium model in FPEtool under predicted the temperature excess by
about a factor of 3. The temperature excess for this test was about 40 *C. Other models which
failed to predict temperatures within 25 % of the measured temperature excess include DETACT
and NIST-LES.
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Figure 6 Plume Centerline Temp_r_ature Excess for the 2.7 MW Fire
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4.3 Radial Temperatures From Plume Center
Radial temperature measurements were determined using thermocouples located 0.31 m beneath
the ceiling at 1.5 m, 3.0 m, 6.1m and 8.5 m from the center of the fire in the north and south
directions and at 1.5 m, 3.0 m, 6.1 m, 9.1 m, and 11.6 m from fire center in the east and west
directions. The roof had a slope of 3 degrees in the east and west directions with the roof sloping
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Figure 7 Radial Temperature Decrease Between 3.0 m and 8.5 m for the 500 kW Fire
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up to the center of the hangar in the east direction and down toward the hangar wall in the west
direction. Tables 1 - 6 in appendix B list the radial temperature measuremems for the 500 kW and
2.7 MW tests and the computer model predictions for CFAST, DETACT, FPEtool, LAVENT,
CFX, and NIST- LES. While the peak temperature usually does not occur at exactly the
geometric center due to movement of the plume, the peak temperature usually occurs within 1.5
m of the center for both of these tests. The experimental values in the north-south and east-west
directions represent averages of pairs of thermocouples in each direction. The distance to the
draft curtain from fn'e center was 12.2 m in the east and west directions and 9. I m in the north
and south directions.
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For the 500 kW fire, all the models gave predictions which were either within experimental
uncertainty or close to the experimental uncertainty. For the 2.7 MW fire, CFAST over
predicted the temperature rise by as much as 100 % for radial distances 9 1 m from the fire.
Other models which over-predicted the temperature rise by more than 25 % included FPEtool
(fire simulator), LAVEN_, and NIST-LES. DETACT under-predicted the temperature rise by
more than 25%. DETACT does not include any layer interaction with the ceiling jet which may
Exp. FPEtool DETACT LAVENT CFX NIST-LE$
Model
Figure 8 Radial Temperature Decrease Between 3.0 m and 8.5 m for the 2.7 MW Fire
account for part of this correlations under prediction of temperature.
A comparison of the predicted temperature decrease along the ceiling jet from a distance 3.0 m
from plume center to 8.5 m from plume center offers another way of looking at the accuracy of
ceiling jet models. At 3.0 m, r/H = 0.2 which is the closest measurement location to fire center
where the ceiling jet correlations are valid and 8.5 m represents the largest radial distance from
the fire center in the north - south direction before the draft curtain is encountered. This region
was entirely out of the plume and provides a measure of each model's temperature dependence
outside the plume. Figure 7 gives a comparison for the 500 kW fire of the temperature difference
between 3.0 m and 8.5 m radially out from plume center for both the models and the experiments.
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Theexperimentaldifferencewasobtainedby averagingthetemperaturedifferencein all four
directions.Figure8 providesthesamedifferencesfor the2.7MW fire with theexperimental
valuesrepresentingaveragesin theeastandwestdirectionsonly.
Theimpactof the layeron theradialtemperaturedifferencecanbeseenby obser,,ingthatasthe
layercontinuesto grow, thetemperaturedifferencedecreasesfor the2.7MW fire asshownin
Figureb For the500kW fu'e,theeffectisnotevident(seeFigure7)sincefor this fire thelayer
temperatureis muchcloserto theambientemperature.
Forthe500kW fire, all modelsprovidepredictionswhichlie within _e experimentaluncertainty.
For the2.7MW fire, CFASTpredicteda slightincreaseratherthanthemeasuredecreasein
temperaturefor themeasurementsat 150sand225s. ThemodelsLAVENT, CFX, and NiST-
LES.allpredictedsmallertemperatur,,dt,creasesthanweremeasured.FPEtoolandDETACT
predictedtemperaturedecreasesat 75swhichwerewithin experimentaluncertainty,butby 225s,
thepredicteddecreaseswerelargerthanthemeasuredecreases.DETACT doesnot includea
hot layerandsowouldnotbeexpectedto follow thetrendto amoreisothermalceilingjet asthe
hot layer,_,_velops.FPEtoolis alsonot following thistrendeventhoughthemodeldoesincludea
hot layerinteraction.
4.4 CeilingJetTemperatureProfile
Thevariationof ceilingjet temperaturewith respecto distancebeneaththeceiling wasmeasured
usingfive thermocoupletrees.Fourof thetreeswerelocatedat 6.1m in thenorth,south,east,
andwestdirectionsfrom geometriccenterandthefifth treewaslocatedat9.1m from geometric
centerin theeastdirection. Eachtreecontainedfive thermocoupleslocated0.15m,0.31m,0.46
m,0.61m,and0.76m beneaththeceiling.
Ceilinggeometrywhichcou_.dproducesignificantdeviationsfrom smoothcei!ingpredictions
included0.25m I-beamsrunningin thenorth-southdirectionandspacedevery4.I m oncenter.
Thefireswerepositionedhalfwaybetweentwoof thesebeamswhichmeantthattheceilingjet
flow in theeastandwestdirectionsencounteredoneof thesebeamsat2.05m andagainjust after
thethermocoupletreesat6.15m. TheI-beamssupportedacorrugatedmetalroof which was
coveredwith tar andgravel. TheI beamsweresupportedfrom belowby trussesrunningeast-
westwhichwere_pacedevery6.1m. Flow in thenorth-southdirectionswouldencounteroneof
thesetrussesat 3.05m from geometriccenter.
Theexperimentaldataa."epres_tatedin tables7 and 8 in appendix B for the two tests. In general,
the temperature is approximately constant over the measured distance at all radial positions.
Exceptions occur for the south and west thermocouples of the 2.7 MW fire where the
temperature 0.15 m beneath the ceiling is lower than those measured by the other therrnocouples
on these trees. The same constant temperature profile exists for these thermocouples below 0.31
m. The r/H ratios for these measurements are 0.41 for the 6.1 m thermocouple trees and 0.61 for
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the9.1m tree.
Themodelpredictionsarepresentedin tables9 - 12in appendixB. Themodelswhichprovide
temperatureasafunctionof distancebeneaththeceihngareLAVENT, CFAST,CFX, and
NIST-LES. For the500kW fire, thetemperatureremainedapproximatelyconstantfrom 0.15m
below theceilingto 0.76m belowtheceiling6.1m radiallyfrom thefire centerfor all four
directions.Thesameconstantemperatureprofile wasnotedat 9.1m from fire centerin theeast
direction. Thefire modelLAVENT predicteda 0°C to 3 °C decrease,CFX atmosta 1°C
decrease,NIST-LES a3 °C decreasewhile CFASTpredicteda3 °C to a 6 °Cdecreaseat 6.I m.
At 9.1m, all themodelsexceptNIST-LESpredictedtemperaturechangesof nomorethan1%2.
NIST-LESpredicteda 3 °Cdecrease.
For the2.7MW fire, at6.1m from fn'ecenter,thetemperatureremainsfairly constantfrom 0.3m
to 0.76m belowtheceiling with thethermocouplepositionsat0.15m registeringasubstantially
lower temperaturein thesouthandwest. In comparison,CFASTpredictedadecreasein
temperaturebetween0.15m and0.7dm at adistanceof 6.1m to be 14°C to 18°C, LAVENT
predictedadecreaseof 8 °C, CFX predictedatmostadecreaseof 1°C, and NIST-LES
predicted_decreaseof 4 *Cto 5 °C. At 9.1m,CFASTpredictedatemperatureincreasesof 4
°Cto 6 °Cbetween0.15mand 0.3m followedby adecreaseof 6 °C to 9 °C between0.3m and
0.76m, NIST-LESpredictedatemperaturedecreaseof 4 °C to 6 °CwhileLAVENT predicted
atemperatureincreaseof 2 °Cto 4 °Cbetween0.15m andC.3m followedby adecreaseof 3 °C
between0.3 m and0.76m andCFXpredictedtemperaturechangesof nomorethan1 °C.
4.5 CeilingJetVelocity
Ceilingjet velocitywasmeasuredusingtwoSierraSteel-TrakIndustrialInsertionMassFlow
Meters(series640). Thesemeterswerepositioned6.1m from thegeometriccenterto thenorth
andeastdirectionandwerelocated0.3m beneaththeceiling. Themassflow metercontainstwo
;ensors,avelocity sensorandatemperaturesensorto compensatefor temperaturechanges.
Internalcircuitry heatsthevelocitysensoraboveambientwith respecto thetemperaturesensor
andmeasuresthecoolingeffectof thegasflow.
Figures9 and10presentacomparisonof the experimentally measured gas flow with.the
predictions of CFAST, DETACT-QS, FPEtool (Fire Simulator), LAVENT, CFX, and NIST-
LES. The uncertainty values listed with the experimental measurements represent measurement
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error in themassflow metersbasedon the manufacturers calibration tests.
For the 500 kW fire, the measured ceiling jet velocities are 0.2 m/s to 0.3 m/s lower in the north
direction than in the east direction. Since the probes are d_ectional, a slight misalignment of the
probes with flow velocity may be responsible for this difference in flow velocities. The models
CFAST, DETACT-QS and LAVENT predict flow velocities that are consistently high by 50 % or
more from the measured velocities. FPEtool provided predictions which ranged from 25 % to
more than 50 % higher than the measured values. The CFD models provided predictions within
25 % of the measured values with the exception of NIST-LES at 75 s where the model over-
predicted the velocity by more than 50 %.
For The 2.7 MW fire, the measured flow velocities in the north direction increase as expected
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Figure 9 Ceiling Jet Velocity at 6.1 m for the 500 kW Fire
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with the increased heat release rate. The measured flow velocities in the east direction decrease
to very low values suggesting that the velocity probe may not have worked properly for this test.
Comparing only the north data with the models, CFAST, DETACT-QS, LAVENT, and NIST-
LES predict flow velocities which are 50 % or more higher than the measured flow velocities.
FPEtool predicts velocities which are 30 % to more than 50 % higher than the measured values.
CFX predicted flow velocities that are within 25 % of the measured values.
4.6 Draft Curtain Filling Time
Draft curtain filling time provides a measure of the entrainment by the plume in each of the fire
models used. The draft curtain for these experiments was 24.4 m by 18.3 m and was 3.7 m deep.
Experimental filling times were determined using the thermocouple located at 9.1 m to the east of
geometric center and 3.0 m below the ceiling. This thermocouple was positioned within 0.61 m
of the bottom of the draft curtain and provided a comparison time for the hot gases reaching this
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depth within the draft curtain. Figure 11 presents a comparison of the experimentally measured
filling time with the times predicted by the fire models. A temperature increase of 0.5 °C was
used to indicate the arrival of the hot gas at a given location. All models under predicted the
firing times with the 500 kW test being most poorly represented. This discrepancy in predicted
measured fill times would be expected since visual observations indicated that smoke was able to
flow under the draft curtain prior to the curtain tilling with smoke.
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Figure 12 Draft Curtain Spilling Time
4.7 Draft Curtain Spilling Time
Thermocouples located at 11.6 m in the north and south directions and 14.6 m in.the east and
west directions from geometric fire center were available to determine when hot gases began
flowing outside the draft curtains. Each of these thermocouples were located 0.3 m below the
ceiling ,and 2.4 m outside the draft curtain. The north thermocouple was located-in a skylight
which could have increased the response time for this thermocouple. The spill times reported in
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figure 12arebasedona0.5 *C temperaturerisefor eachthermocouple.Theuncertaintieslisted
with themeasurementsarebasedon thesamplingrateof approximately4 s perscan.Sincethe
thermoeoupleslocatedare2.4m beyondthedraftcurtains,themeasuredspill timesincludethe
timerequiredfor thehotgasto riseupalongthedraftcurtainsto theceilingandmovethe
additional2.4m to reachthethermocouple.Typicalceilingjet velocitiesareon theorderof I m/s
or less,hencethemeasurementsmayoverestimatethespill timeby 5 sto 10s.
Thelocationof the plume center can impact the spill times as a function of distance if the plume
leans preferentially in one particular direction. Measurements, using thermocouple temperatures,
indicate that the location of the plume center early in the 500 kW fire was 1.5 m. -._th of
geometric center.while for the 2.7 MW fire, the plume center was located 1.0 m to the southeast
of geometric center.
For the zone models, the spill time occurs when the hot gas fills the draft curtain volume. The
CFD models include momentum and indications from the experiments are that the hot gas flows
out of the curtained volume prior to the curtained volume filling with hot gas. The reason why
the hot gas spills under the draft curtain before the curtain fills is that the draft curtain is not
sufficiently deep for the buoyant force to stop the downward motion of the hot gas before the
edge of the draft curtain is reached. A comparison of the predicted spill times of the fire models
with the experimental average of the spill time over the four directions is given in the figure 12.
The uncertainties given with the experimental averages represent the one sigma confidence
interval. For the 500 kW fire, FPEtool and LAVENT provided predictions within the
experimental uncertainty while the two CFD models over predicted the spill time by more than 50
% and CFAST under predicted the spill time by more than 25%. For the 2.7 MW f'ue, CFAST
and LAVENT provided predictions within 50 % of the measured values while FPEtool, CFX, and
NIST-LES provided predictions within 25 % of the experimental values.
4.8 Temperature Change across Draft Curtain
As the hot gas flows under the draft curtain, additional entrainment should cool the hot gas as it
moves into the adjacent ceiling volumes. Using the east and west thermocouples at 11.6 m which
is 0.61 m inside the draft curtain and the east and west thermocouples at 14.6 m which is 2.4 m
outside the draft curtain, an average inside - outside temperature difference can be calculated in
the east-west direction. In the north-south directions, thermocouples located at 8.5 m and 11.6 m
are averaged to pxovide the equivalent inside-outside temperature difference in this direction.
These measurements are used to determine how each model handles the additional entrainment.
associated with the flow of the hot gas under.the draft curtains. Figures 13 and 14 present a
comparison of the predicted temperature difference for each model compared with the. measured
temperature difference. None of the zone models support a ceiling jet algorithm in a room
adjacent to the fire room. Only the CFD models presently are able to model this flow. For the
500 kW fire, NIST-LES gave predictions within experimental uncertainty for the N - S direction
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Figure 13 Temperature Difference Across Draft Curtain for the 500 kW Fire
while CFX gave comparisons that were either within experimental uncertainty or within 50 % of
the measured value. Both models over predicted the temperature difference in the E - W
direction. For the 2.7 MW fire, CFX under predicted the N - S temperature difference and over
predicted the E - W temperature difference. NIST-LES also over predicted the E - W direction
and under predicted the N - S temperature difference.
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4.9 Smoke Detector Activation
The activation of smoke detectors is handled by CFAST as a temperature criterion. The user has
the option to set a specified target temperature which when reached would signify the activation
of a smoke detector. The default value for smoke detector activation in this model is 11 °C
above ambient [9]_ The temperature calculated by the model in the fine room is based on the
ceiling jet algorithm and so is not applicable for r/H < 0.2. In adjacent rooms or spaces, the layer
temperature is used to predict smoke detector activation.
In FPEtool, a temperature criterion is used for smoke detector activation. The default value for
smoke detector activation in this model is a temperature rise of 13 °C above ambient [24] and this
value was used in the comparison with the experiments. The equations used to calculate the
smoke detector's temperature rise are the same ones that are used for the heat detectors. To
predict the smoke detector activation, the RTI in these equations is set to a small value to
eliminate thermal lag.
In LAVENT, smoke detector activation is handled in a similar fashion to FPEtool. The fusible
link algorithm is used with a very small RTI value such that there is no thermal lag.
Two issues must be addressed in this section. The fast issue is the temperature criterion used to
determine activation of smoke detectors at these heights. The second issue is how the models
perform with their default values for smoke detector activation. The photoelectric smoke
detectors were analog addressable spot type detectors which operate based on light scattering
from smoke particles. Each detector contained a pulsed LED and silicone photo diode receiver
which detects scattered light. The sensitivity setting for each detector for these experiments was
8.2 % per meter (2.5 % per foot).
Tables 13 and 14 in appendix B present the time to activation and the temperature rise recorded
by a thermocouple adjacent to each smoke detector.
To compare the zone model predictions to the experimental data, the activation times in the four
directions are averaged for each radius. The models were run for each radius and the results are
presented in Figure 15 and 16. The reported deviations for the experimental results were
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determinedby doingaleastsquaresaverageof the two or four data points at a given radial
distance from the ftre. Additional error will occur due to the finite data sampling interval of 4
seconds. In figme 15, FPEtool and LAVENT did not predict smoke detector activation at all
radial positions. The lack of activation is shown by no activation time being reported.
Comparisons of smoke detector activations must take into account the time required for the
smoke from the plume to reach the detector. Zone models typically do not include these transit
time effects and under predict the activation times for smoke detectors located at substantial
distances from the ftre.
The average temperature required to cause a smoke detector to go into alarm at 3.0 m and 6.1 m
from fn-e center was 5 _ 2 °C for the 500 kW fire and 3 _ 3 °C for the 2.7 MW fire. For radial
distances between 8.5 m and 11.6 m, the temperature required for a smoke detector to go into
alarm was 3 _ 1 °C for the 500 kW fire and 2 _ 1 *C for the 2.7 MW fire. These values are
significantly lower than the default values of 11 °C and 13 *C used in the zone models. Use of
these lower values would improve the predictive capabilities of CFAST, FPEtool and LAVENT
for the 500 kW fire. For the 2.7 MW fire, where the temperature rises quickly at the ceiling, the
most important improvement would be to include the time of flight for the smoke to reach the
detector in each model.
5.0 Summary
Figures 17 through 20 below summarize some of the comparisons that were made between the
f'tre models and the fire experiments. The percentages shown in the bar graphs were determined
by calculating the percentage difference between each experimental result and model prediction,
discarding the best and worst comparison, and averaging the remaining comparisons. There were
two instances, the radial temperature decrease andthe temperature decrease across the draft
curtain, where only the comparisons with the 2.7 MW ftre were used since the 500 kW fire
produced small.numbers coupled with a relatively large experimental error. In these cases, all
measurement comparisons were used to determine the percentage. Some models do not provide
a predictive capability for a particular experimental measurement and are not included in the
figure for that measurement. Temperature comparisons are based on the difference between the
calculated and experimentally measured temperature rise above ambient.
A number of observations can be made concerning the comparison of the model results with the
experimental measurements. For the plume centerline temperature, almost all of the models
provided good predictive results. The notable exception was the atrium model in FPEtool which
consistently predicted low temperature excesses. For the zone models, the prediction of the
ceiling jet temperature as a function of distance from plume center was not particularly good
using either the Alpert correlation or the Cooper correlation. The temperature dependence as a
function of distance beneath the ceiling using CFAST was not observed in the experiment.. A
possible reason for this.is that both correlations were based on zmooth.ceiling experiments. When
ceiling beams are present, the possibility of producing substantial gas mixing can eliminate the
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temperaturestratificationexpectedfor a smoothceiling.In addition,Alpert's correlationdoesnot
takeintoaccounta growingupperlayeror allow for specificceilingmaterials.Boththepresence
of theupperlayerandthedependencethatheatlosstotheceilinghasonceiling materialshould
impactthetemperaturedistributionin theceilingjet. Ceilingjet velocity comparisons could also
have been affected by the ceiling beams which would tend to reduce the speed of the smoke and
hot gas due to interactions with the beams. This effect may explain why many of the zone models
over predicted the ceiling jet velocity at the ceiling. FPEtool and LAVENT predicted the time
for draft curtain filling and spilling to within 25% of the measured value. These two
measurements are most sensitive to plume entrainment which suggests that the entrainment
algorithms used in these models are acceptable at these heights.
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Figure 17 Deviations between Model Predictions and Measured Plume Centerline Temperature
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For the CFD model, CFX, good predictions of plume centerline temperature were expected since
the turbulence constants used for the model were chosen to produce results in close agreement
with the Heskestad plume model. This model also gave reasonable resuks for a number of other
comparisons but the ceiling jet temperature decrease as a function of distance beyond plume
center was not well represented by the model. This may be due to the finite number of
computational volumes chosen to model the experiment where the resolution may not have been
sufficient to track the temperature radially. The choice of turbulence constants may also have
been at fault as the choice of the constants were based on plume correlations and not on ceiling jet
correlations.
A comparison of the NIST-LES results with the experimentally measured temperatures showthe
model results over predict the temperatures for the tests considered.here. The reason for the over
prediction may lie in the spatialresolution. It has been observed that the model produces good
agreement with empirical plume correlations when the spatial grid in the vicinity of the fire is
about one tenth of the characteristic fire diameter
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For the 500 kW and 2.7 MW fires, the characteristic fire diameters were 0.7 m and 1.4 m
respectively, while the spatial resolution in both cases was about 0.15 m. The model works best
when the fire is large enough relative to the overall enclosure so that the entrainment process can
be captured directly without resorting to an empirical turbulence model. The fu'e size in the 2.7
MW test is approaching the point where the technique can be used, but there is still some relevant
mixing that is not being resolved, leading to higher temperatures in the plume. The grid could
have been refined to capture more of the mixing, but the particular model used at NIST is being
designed to handle a large, spreading fire in a large space, and hence the grids are designed to
provide reasonable resolution over the entire space, not just in a fraction of the space.
6.0 Conclusion
This study has attempted to provide a quantitative comparison of the predictions from several fire
models with two well documented fu'e experiments conducted in a large hangar with a ceiling
height of 14.9 m. Of the eight different comparisons made, the prediction of the plume centerline
temperature was within 20 % for four of the seven'models having this predictive capability. The
atrium model of FPEtool was the only model to miss the measured temperature by more than
50% which indicates that this model should not be used at these heights. The model predictions
of radial temperature variation and ceiling jet velocity were much less satisfactory which suggests
that work still remains to be done in these areas. Model predictions of temperature variation as a
function of depth beneath the ceiling provided a poor comparison with the experimental data. It is
suspected that mixing caused by the ceiling beams may eliminate the expected temperature
stratification observed in smooth ceiling experiments. The performance of the CFD models in
some comparisons is better than the zone models but in other comparisons no advantage was
gained by using the CFD models over the zone models.
The prediction of smoke detector activation was particularly bad. The default criteria of 11 ° C or
13 *C temperature increases are too large by about a fector of two at this height for both the 500
kW and2.7 MW-fh-es. The smoke detector activation models need to be revised in order to
include a dependence on height above the fire and distance from the fn'e centerline.
It is important to recognize that models which performed poorly in this study may provide good
predictive capabilities at substantially different ceiling heights, enclosure sizes, or in structures
where the ceiling surface is smooth. The study is based on only two fire tests and uses only a
single fuel. Hence, models which have performed well in these tests may not perform as well at
these heights when the fuel type or building geometry deviates significantly from the present test
parameters. For each model application, the reader is encouraged to seek out the appropriate
validation studies and not judge a fire model on a single set of experiments. Of prime importance
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is to ensurethatthemodelused contains the proper physics to handle the desired application.
model which may give good results in a validation study may fail when applied to a situation
where the physics in the model is inappropriate for the application.
A
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Nomenclature
Cp
D
g
H
k
6
rr_
1,o
r
R
T
T_
T1
T.
U
V
Z
Zo
E
g
gT
P_
specific heat at constant pressure(J/mole K)
fire diameter(In) .
acceleration of gravity(m/s 2)
ceiling height(m)
turbulent kinetic energy(J)
entrained mass (kg/s)
average pressure (Pa)
total heat release rate (kW)
convective heat release rate (kW)
radial distance from ftre center (m)
ideal gas constant (J/mole K)
temperature (K)
upper layer temperature (K)
lower layer temperature (K)
ambient temperature (K)
gas velocity (m/s)
volume (m 3)
height above ftre source (m)
virtual oiigin above fire source (m)
turbulence dissipation rate (J/s)
laminar viscosity (kg/m s)
turbulent viscosity (kg/m s)
ambient gas density (kg/_m_.
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Appendix A
k-e Model used in the CFD model CFX
The k-e model uses an eddy-viscosity hypothesis for the
turbulence in which the effective viscosity is the sum of the
molecular laminar viscosity and the turbulent viscosity. The
turbulent viscosity is calculated using
Pr = C_Pk2/e (14)
where _T is the turbulent viscosity, p is the gas density, k is
the turbulence kinetic energy, and e is the turbulence
dissipation rate. Following the notation in the HARWELL FLOW3D
USERS GUIDE [ii], the transport equations for the turbulence
kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate are:
U T
d(pk) ÷V.((O+__)Vk) =P*G-pe
dt ok
(15)
and
dpe. U.,. ,-2
÷ V • (pUe)-V-((p ÷ ".:...!)Ve)=C,_--(P÷C3G)-C.,p "
c3t o c ' k " k
(16)
where P is the shear production and G is the buoyancy production.
The constants CI, C2, C , and C_ as well as the turbulent Prandtl
number _e are set by the user. For the present calculations, the
values used for C I, C2, C 3, C_ and ae are 1.44, 1.92, 1.0, 0.18,
and 0.85 respectively.
Near boundaries or solids, wall functions are used to model the
behavior of the.flow in order to avoid using large numbers of
control volumes. Details of these equations may be found in the
users manual and a discussion of wall functions is available in
reference [14]
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Appendix B
Tables 1 - 6 provide the experimental measurements and model predictions for the radial
temperature 0.31 m beneath the ceiling at the designated radial distances from the plume center.
Tables 7 and 8 give the ceiling jet temperature measurements as a function of depth beneath the
ceiling at 6.1 m and 9.1 m from the plume center. The model predictions to compare with these
measurements are given in tables 9 - 12. Tables 13 and 14 provide the smoke detector activation
times and activation temperatures.
Table 1: Radial temperatures for the 500 kW f'tre at 75 s
Radius
Exp. °C
N-S
Exp. *C
E-W
DETACT
°C
CFAST
° C
FPEtool
*C
FPEtool
Fir. S.
oC
LAVENT
°C
CFX °C
N
CFX °C
E-W
NIST-
LES
*C
1.5 m
38+_.2
37 ±2
37
n.a.
n.a.
n.a°
37
38
38
40
3.0 m
37±2
35±2
35
39
39
39
37
36
6.1rn
36±2
32±2
32
39
35
38
37
1
34
8.5 m
33±2
31±2.
31
38
33
37
36
33
9.1m
n°a°
31±2
31
38
33
37
36
33
11.6m
n°a°
30±.2
31
37
32
37
35
29
37
38
35
37
34
36
32
36
28
32
n. a. means not applicable.
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Table2: Radialtemperaturesfor the500kW fire at 150s
Radius 1.5m 3.0m 6.1m 8.5m 9.1m 11.6m
Exp. °C . 38± 2 38_ 2 36± 2 36_ 2 n.a. n.a.
N-S
Exp. °C 39 4- 2 37 _ 2 34 _ 2 34 _ 2 33 _ 2 30 _.+2
E-W
39 38 34 33 33 32DETACT
oC
CFAST
*C
FPEtool
*C
FPEtool
Fir. S.
*C
LAVENT
*C
CFX°C
N
CFX °C
E-W
NIST-
LES
*C
n.a.
rl°a°
n_a°
41
42
42
43
41
41
41
41
39
40
40
36
39
4O
37
38
39
41
34
38
39
37
38
39
41
34
38
-- 39
37
37
39
41
33
37
38
30
30
33
n .a. means not applicable.
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Table3: Radialtemperaturesfor the500kW fire at 225s
Radius 1.5m 3.0m 6.1m 8.5m 9.1rn 11.6m
Exp °C 40_ 2 40 _ 2 37+_2 36_ 2 n.a. n.a.
N-S
Exp °C 41+_.2 39_ 2 36_2 35_ 2 35± 2 32± 2
E-W
DETACT 40 39 35 33 33 32
°C
n.a. 41 41 41 41 41CFAST
°C
FPEtool
°C
FPEtool
Fir. S.
°C
LAVENT
°C
CFX°C
N
CFX °C
E-W
NIST-
LES
°C
n°a°
n.a°
42
42
42
45
42
42
42
40
41
41
36
39
42
39
40
42
35
39
41
38
39
41
34
39
41
38
38
41
-34
38
40
31
30
35
n. a. means not applicable.
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Table4: Radial temperatures for the 2.7 MW f'u-c at 75 s
Radius
Exp *C
N-S
Exp °C
E-W
DETACT
°C
CFAST
°C
FPEtool
°C
FPEtool
Fir. S.
°C
LAVENT
*C
CWX *C
N
CFX *C
E-W
NIST-
LES
°C
1.5 m
62 +_2
64+_2
55
n.a°
fla.
r_.a.
58.
54
54
69
3.0m
56+_2
56+_3
53
63
61
60
58
49
51
61
6.1m
44+_2
44+_4
43
64
48
55
57
45
48
59
8.5 m
44+_2
40 _2
40
62
44
53
55
44
46
56
9.1m
r!.a.
38+-2
39
62
43
52
55
44
45
56
11.6m
rl.a.
30+-2
38
61
41
51
53
33
28
45
n. a. means not applicable.
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Table5: Radial temoeratures for the 2.7 MW frre at 150 s
Radius 1.5 m 3.0m 6.1 m 8.5m 9.1 m 11.6m
Exp °C 68 __.3 64 _ 2 55 +_2 52 +__2
N-S
67 _ 4 63 +_.4 54 _ 5 50 __.2 49 +_2 40 +_.2Exp *C
E-W
DETACT
°C
CFAST
°C
FPEtool
FPEtool
Fi.S.
*C
LAVENT
*C
CFX °C
N
Ck-X °C
E-W
NIST-
LES
*C
61
n°a°
n.a.
n.a°
69
63
63
81
58
74
67
66
69
58
59
74
46
77
52
60
67
53
55
70
43
75
47
58
65
52
54
68
42
75
46
57
64
52
53
68
40
74
43
56
63
40
34
54
n. a. means not applicable.
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Table6: Radialtemperaturesfor the2,7MW fire at 225s
Radius
Exp *C
N-S
Exp °C
E-W
DETACT
°C
CFAST
°C
FPEtool
°C
FPEtool
Fir, S,
°C
LAVENT
°C
CFX °C
N
CFX °C
E-W
NIST-
LES
°C
1,5 m
67 +_4
66+_ 2
63
n°a.
rl.a.
n°a.
74
66
65
83
3.0 rn
64__.2
62+-2
61
80
70
70
74
60
62
76
6,1m
56+-2
58-+2
48
83
54
63
73
56
58
73
8.5 rn
54+_2
54+_2.
44
82
49
60
70
55
57
74
9,1m
n.a.
52+_2
43
82
48
60
69
55
56
74
ll.6m
n°a°
41+_.3
41
81
44
58
68
41
36
55
n, a. means not applicable,
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Table7: CeilingJettemperatureasafunctionof
distancebeneaththeceilingfor the500kW fire
Time
S
Depth
m
75 0.15
0.3
0.46
0.61
North
6.1m
36_+ 1
36_+ 1
33_+1
South
6,1m
35_+1
34-+ 1
34-+ 1
West
6.1m
31-+1
33_+1
33_+1
East East
6.1 m 9.1 m
34_+1 31_+1
34+_ 1 32_+ 1
34-+ 1 32-+ 1
34_+1 34_+1 33_+1 34_+1 32_+1
0.76 33 _+ 1 34 _+ 1 33 -+ 1 34 _ 1 32 -+ 1
Depth
m
150 0.15 37 -!-_1 ' 35 _+ 1
37_+ 1
35_+1
0.3
0.46
34_+ 1
34_+ 1
34_+ 1
34-+ 1
0.61
0.76
Depth
m
36_+ 1
31_+1
33_+1
33_+1
33_+1
33_+137__.1
35_+1
36_+ 1
36_+1
36_+1
36_+ 1
31_+1
32__, 1
32_+ 1
32_+ 1
32_+ 1
225 0.15 37 _+ 1 37 __.1 35 _+ 1 36 __.1 35 _+ 1
0.3 37 +_ 1 37 -+ 1 37 _ 1 37 -+ 1 34 ÷ 1
38_+137_+10.46
0.61
0.76
35__.1
37__. 1
37__. 1
37__.1
37-+136_+ 1
37_+ 1
37-+ 1
37_+1
37_+ 1
i
35_+ 1
36_+ 1
36_+ 1
53
Time
S
75
150
Depth
m
0.15
Table 8: Ceiling Jet temperature as a function of
distance beneath the ceiling for the 2.7 MW fh-e
North
6.1m
43__. 1
South
6.1m
46__. 1
0.3 44__. 1 49+_ 1
0.46 44± 1 49--. 1
0.61
0.76
Depth
m
46--. 1
47__. 1
51--.10.15
0.3 50__. 1
50+- 10.46
[1 0.61
51_+1
57__. 1
West
6.1m
39__. 1
45_+ 1
46 +-.1
East
6.1m
52+- 1
East
9.1m
41--.1
42± 1
43_+ 1
45 _ 1 54 +- 1 43 _ 1
46+- 1 54--. 1 42± 1
47--. 1
53__. 1
54+_ 1
52 +- 1 55 _ 1
0.76 56 +- 1 57 _ 1 54 +- 1
56--.1
62--. 1
63--. 1
52--.1
52__. 1
52+_ 1
Depth
m
55--.1
225 0.15
0.3
0.46
50__. 1
57+- 1
58+-1
58:t:1
59__. 1
0.61
0.76 58"!"1
61-/-_1
61--.1
57--. 1
63--. 1
63__.1
58__.1
63--. 1
62± 1
52--. 1
51--.1
54--. 1
55--.1
55__.1
57--.1
57__. 1
55±1
54
Time
S
Model
75 Depth
m
0.15
0.30
150
CFAST
6.1 m
36 °C
36 °C
Table 9: Ceiling jet zone model
predictions for the 500 kW fire
LAVENT
6.1m
37 °C
37 *C
CFAST
9.1 m
35 °C
35 °C
• 0.46 35 *C 36 °C 35 °C
0.61 34 °C 35 °C 35 °C
0.76 ,33 *C
41 °C
35 *C
40 °C
34 °C
38 °C
LAVENT
9.1m
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
0.46
0.61
0.76
225 Depth
m
0.15
35 *C
36 *C
36 °C
35 oC
35 *C
38 °C
40 °C 41 *C 39 °C 39 °C
39 °C 41 *C 39 °C 39 °C
37 *C 40 °C 38 °C 38 °C
36 °C 40"C 37 °C 38 °C
42 *C 40 °C 39 °C
42 *C 41 *C 41 °C
41 *C 41 °C 40 °C
40 *C 40 *C 40 °C
39 *C
0.30
0.46
0.61
0.76
43 *C
42 °C
39 *C
41 °C
39 *C
37 *C 40 *C
55
Table10:Ceilingjet field model
predictionsfor the500kW fire
Time
$
75
150
225
Model
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
f
0.46
0.61
0.76
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
0.46
0.61
0.76
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
0.46
0.61
0.76
cvx
6.1m
N
34 °C
34 °C
33 °C
33 °C
CFX
6.1m
E
35 °C
35 °C
35 *C
35 *C
CFX
9.1m
E
33 °C
34 °C
34 °C
34 °C
NIST-LES
6.1 m
NIST-LES
9.1m
37 °C 36 °C
37 *C 36 *C
36 °C
35 °C
35 oC
34 *C
33 °C 34 °C 34 °C 34 °C 33 °C
38 °C 39 °C 38 °C 39 °C 39 °C
37 *C 39 °C 38 °C 39 °C 39 °C
39 °C
39 *C
38 *C
40 °C
40 *C
40 *C
40 *C
37 *C
37 °C
37 *C
38 °C
38 °C
38 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 *C
39 °C
38 *C 38 °C
37 *C 37 °C
36 *C 36 °C
42 *C
42 °C
41 *C
40 *C
39 *C39 °C 40 °C
41 °C
41 °C
40 °C
39 *C
38 °C
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Table11:Ceilingjet zonemodel
predictionsfor the2.7MW f'tre
Time
S
75
150
225
Model
Depth
m
0.15
0.3
0.46
0.61
0.76
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
CFAST
6.1 m
LAVENT
6.1m
CFAST
9.1 m
LAVENT
9.1m
65 °C 58 *C 58 *C 52 *C
64 °C 57 *C 62 °C 54 °C
60 °C
55 *C
51 *C
55 *C
53 °C
50 *C
68 *C
67 *C
78 *C
61 °C
58 °C
56 *C
70 °C
75 *C76 *C
54 *C
53 *C
51 °C
61 *C
64 °C
0.46 72 °C 65 *C 73 *C 63 *C
0.61 66 *C 62 °C 70 °C 62 °C
0.76 61 *C 60 °C 67 *C 61 °C
Depth
m
0.15 84 *C
0.30 82 *C
0.46 77 °C
71 °C0.61
0.76 66 *C
75 °C
81 *C
79 *C
74 °C
72 *C
71 *C
71 °C
68 *C
65 *C
63 *C
65 *C
69 °C
69 °C
68 °C
66 °C
57
Table12:Ceilingjet field model
predictions for the 2.7 MW f'n'e
Time
$
75
Model
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
C'FX
6.1m
N
45 *C
45 *C
CFX
6.1m
E
CFX
9.1m
E
48 *C 45 *C
48 °C 45 *C
NIST-LES
6.1m
NIST-LES
9.1m
59 *C 56 *C
58 *C 56 °C
0.46 45 *C 48 °C 45 °C 56 °C 54 *C
0.61 44 °C 47 °C 45 °C 55 °C 52 °C
150
0.76
Depth
m
0.15
0.30
0.46
0.61
44 °C
53 °C
53 °C
53 °C
53 *C
47 °C
55 °C
55 °C
55 °C
55 *C
45 °C
53 *C
53 °C
53 *C
53 °C
54 °C
70 °C
70 °C
68 °C
67 °C
50 °C
68 °C
68 °C
67 °C
66 °C
0.76 52 *C 55 *C 53 *C 66 °C 64 *C
225 Depth
m
,,.m
0.15 56 *C 58 °C 56 °C 73 °C 74 °C
0.30 56 °C 58 *C 56 °C 73 °C 74 *C
0.46 56 *C 58 *C 56 °C 72 °C 73 °C
0.61 56 °C 58 *C 56 *C 71 °C 72 *C
II II I
0.76 56 *C 58 °C 56 *C 69 *C 69 °C
f
58
Table13:Smokedetectoractivation
for the500kW fn'e
Radius 3.0m 6.1m 8_5m 9.1m 11.6m 13.7m
TimeN 27s 44 s 4_s
Temp.N 6 °C 5 *,C 3 °C
TimeE 23 s 35s 73s 90 s 181s
Temp.E 5 °C 1°C 3 °C 3 °C
TimeS 32s 53S 48s
Temp.S 6 °C 5 °C 3 °C
TimeW 31s 60s 81s 90s 173s
Temp.W 5 °C 4 °C 4 °C 4 °C 2 °C
Table 14:Smokedetectoractivation
for the2.7MW fire
Radius 3.0m 6.1m 8.5m 9.1m 11.6m 13.7m
TimeN 25s 30s 38s
Temp.N 4 °C 7 °C 3 °C
TimeE 17s 22s 29s 38s 67s
Temp.E
TimeS
Temp.S
TimeW
1 °C 1*C
26s 26s 30s
7 *C 1'C 2 °C
21s
Temp.W 1 *C
29s
1*C
1 °C
38s
1 *C
1 °C
46s
1 °C
2 °C
58s
1 °C
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